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	Transactions on Computational Collective Intelligence XXXII (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11370)), 9783662586105 (366258610X), Springer, 2018

	These transactions publish research in computer-based methods of computational collective intelligence (CCI) and their applications in a wide range of fields such as the semantic web, social networks, and multi-agent systems. TCCI strives to cover new methodological, theoretical and practical aspects of CCI understood as the form of intelligence that emerges from the collaboration and competition of many individuals (artificial and/or natural). The application of multiple computational intelligence technologies, such as fuzzy systems, evolutionary computation, neural systems, consensus theory, etc., aims to support human and other collective intelligence and to create new forms of CCI in natural and/or artificial systems. This thirty-second issue presents 5 selected papers in the field of management, economics and computer science.
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Programming the Raspberry Pi: Getting Started with PythonMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	
		Program your own Raspberry Pi projects

	
		Create innovative programs and fun games on your tiny yet powerful Raspberry Pi. In this book, electronics guru Simon Monk explains the basics of Raspberry Pi application development, while providing hands-on examples and ready-to-use scripts. See how to set up hardware and...



		

Advanced Color Image Processing and AnalysisSpringer, 2012

	This volume does much more than survey modern advanced color processing. Starting with a historical perspective on ways we have classified color, it sets out the latest numerical techniques for analyzing and processing colors, the leading edge in our search to accurately record and print what we see. The human eye perceives only a fraction of...


		

The Da Vinci CodeDoubleday, 2003

	While in Paris on business, Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon receives an urgent late-night phone call: the elderly curator of the Louvre has been murdered inside the museum. Near the body, police have found a baffling cipher. While working to solve the enigmatic riddle, Langdon is stunned to discover it leads to a trail of clues hidden in...





	

Distributed Computing with Go: Practical concurrency and parallelism for Go applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A tutorial leading the aspiring Go developer to full mastery of Golang's distributed features.

	
		Key Features

		
			This book provides enough concurrency theory to give you a contextual understanding of Go concurrency
	
			It gives weight to synchronous and asynchronous data...




		

Broadband Wireless Communications Business: An Introduction to the Costs and Benefits of New TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
With the emergence of broadband wireless communication systems, new business opportunities have appeared for operators, content provides, and manufacturers.   

   Broadband wireless communications technologies promise the freedom of constant access to the Internet at high speeds, without the limitation of connection...


		

InstallAnywhere Tutorial and Reference GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Software installation and deployment made simple--that's the promise of InstallAnywhere from Zero G Software. Are you harnessing the full potential of InstallAnywhere in your software installation project?   				InstallAnywhere Tutorial and Reference Guide  			...
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